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Binary evolutionBinary evolution

 Most stars exist in binaries

 Compact binary coalescences (CBC) are the 
main (only so far) source of gravitational waves 
for LIGO

 Pre-coalescence compact binaries hard to 
observe (H/LMXBs, double NS systems), strong 
selection effects

 Understanding populations of these sources 
important for current and future GW 
observatories

 Need to use ‘living’ systems to predict how 
these systems form
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Common envelope 
evolution
Common envelope 
evolution

 CBCs observed by LIGO must have had 
massive progenitors

 Pre-coalescence separation much too small 
given size of progenitors during stellar evolution

 What shrank the binary?

 Common envelope: unstable mass transfer 
leads to stars orbiting inside common envelope

 Dissipative interactions cause orbit to decay 
rapidly

 Two possible outcomes

 Stellar merger

 Envelope is ejected and much closer binary 
remains
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Luminous red novaeLuminous red novae

 Ivanova+ 2013a proposed mysterious optical 
transient events, ‘Luminous Red Novae’ are 
signature of CE interaction

 “Plateau” light curve

 Luminosity between that of novae and 
supernovae

 Duration of weeks to months

 8 observed with absolute distances

 LSST should see all events down to magnitude 
limit (24.7)
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Population synthesisPopulation synthesis

 Simulate evolution of many binaries, predict detection rates and 
distribution of plateau luminosities, durations

 Using COMPAS rapid binary population synthesis (Stevenson+ 2017)

 Fiducial model of Vigna-Gómez+ 2018

 500K binaries

 ~50% CEs

 ~90% mergers

 One event per 18 𝑀⊙ of star formation

 Galactic rate of ~0.2 / year

 Observed rate is ~0.12 / year
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Light curve modelLight curve model

 Energy formalism: lost orbital energy goes into ejecting envelope

 , =  𝛼 − + ,

 Plateau luminosity, duration given by (Ivanova+ 2013a)

 𝐿 ≈ 1.7 × 10 𝐿⊙ . ⊙
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 Consider three models for 𝐸

 “Missing energy” from 𝛼

 Escape velocity from binary pre/post-CE
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Results: LSST detection ratesResults: LSST detection rates

 Compute SFR within detectable 
volume of each event using GWGC

 Predicted detection rates for LSST 80-
3400/yr

 Consistent with conservation and 
post-CE escape velocity models
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Results: plateau distributionsResults: plateau distributions

Escape velocity pre-CE Escape velocity post-CE Energy conservation, 𝛼 = 0.5 



Summary and future plansSummary and future plans

 Luminous red novae may be observational signature of common envelope evolution

 Future telescopes such as LSST should see many more

 Pre-CE model has too few bright events

 Post-CE and energy conservation models overpredict bright events

 Possible extinction and re-emission in IR (SPRITES?)

 Too few observations to rule out models conclusively

 Quantitative predictions for distinguishing between models
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